PRECISE WELD SEAMS
UNDER EXTREMELY
HIGH LOADS

THE LORCH S-SERIES STANDS OUT WITH OPTIMAL
WELDING PERFORMANCE
Italian company Dieci is a global market leader for telehandlers. Its powerful all-rounders are developed and
built in Montecchio, near Parma, from where they are
shipped out to do their hard work around the world.
Dieci was looking for MIG-MAG-welding systems that
would allow the company to weld faster while also
achieving a higher deposition rate and deeper penetration in order to optimise production of the high-end
“Hercules” machines. Dieci welders must complete
around 100 weld seams manually, horizontally as well as
in the form of vertical up and down welds, and at times
in rather tight working conditions, for the 6.6-metre-long
and 2.2-metre-wide vehicle frame alone. Each of these
weld seams must fit precisely since they connect steel
sheets with a thickness of up to six centimetres. These
must withstand extremely high loads in use as the frame

alone has a dead weight of 27 tonnes. Enormous forces
act on the chassis when the telehandler lifts weights in
excess of 14-tonnes as well. Following a comprehensive
selection process with several suppliers, Dieci now uses
four Lorch S-series systems to weld with high efficiency
at the very best quality.

The highest-performance Dieci telescopic wheel loader is used
in companies from the construction industry around the world.
Extremely high forces act on the chassis of the wheel loader
with a maximal transport load of 14 tonnes.

Ideal for large parts: The welding parameters can be set directly
at the torch with the Powermaster remote control.

www.lorch.eu
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Weld up to 48 percent more quickly with the S-SpeedPulse series

LESS DISTORTION AND REWORK DUE TO
LOWER HEAT INPUT
Dieci has been able to significantly increase welding
process efficiency by using the S-SpeedPulse series.
This is because the patented SpeedPulse process of the
S-SpeedPulse series combines the speed advantages of
the spray arc with the application and quality advantages
of the pulsed arc. As a result, steel and stainless-steel
materials can be welded up to 48 percent faster. Additionally, the welder has better control of the arc and the
weld pool. All of this is done at consistently high seam
quality. Another advantage of the S-SpeedPulse series is
the significantly smaller heat-affected zone. The concen-

trated arc reduces the heat application to the material
considerably by comparison to the other processes.
The sheets twist or warp far less, minimising rework.
In fact, Dieci now eliminates the need to realign the
chassis plates entirely. The direct Powermaster remote
control on the torch additionally allows welders to avoid
time-consuming paths and reduces their noise exposure with the new welding units since the SpeedPulse is
reduced by up to 10 dB (A).

"Compared to other suppliers’ processes,
the SpeedPulse process delivers a significantly higher welding speed with improved
penetration at the same time. The stable
arc gives us overall increased seam reliability at the same time."
– Agostino Copellini, production officer

FACTS

 SpeedPulse up to 48 percent faster than conventional pulse process
 Less heat input, thus less rework
 Better and deeper penetration
 Very good controllability of the arc
 Practical Powermaster remote control directly on the torch
 Noise advantage of up to 10 dB (A)

www.lorch.eu

